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Synopsis
Moderation, set in Egypt, Greece and Italy, re-
volves around a female horror director (Maya 
Lubinsky) and a screenwriter (Anna De Filippi), 
whose latest collaboration is haunted by encoun-
ters with its ‘raw material’ and the escalation of 
conflicting desires.

Faced with the disintegration of their pro-
ject, the director becomes more and more drawn 
into conversations with the actors she has cast 
(Aida El Kashef, Michele Valley and Giovanni Lom-
bardo Radice), which reflect on the way horror 
traverses the affective and material realities of 
their lives on and off screen.

Director’s statement
Moderation was inspired by tendencies within 
horror cinema that can be thought to relate to 
situations of rupture and reaction, from post-war 
Japan, cold-war Europe, Infitah-era Egypt, post-
junta Greece to sub-prime mortgage crisis USA. 

What the films I was drawing on have in 
common is that in them ‘horror’ seeps through 
the limits of rational analysis, connecting it mate-
rially and affectively to the trauma of the recent 
past and it’s repression and reactionary stabilisa-
tion in the present.

Departing from this material I have been 
asking myself if critical recourse to the horror 
genre could constitute an actual revolt of reason, 
in a desire to ultimately prevail, albeit in a height-
ened and by then barely legible state? 

The result is Moderation, which seeks to 
answer the question through the prism of the 
film-making process itself.

Much of the film is shot handheld, com-
bining low-fi special effects with HD camcord-
er, Skype and mobile phone footage in order to 
heighten the sense of immediacy and interplay 
between fictional, factual and genre elements.

As a result, lived experience is neither nat-
uralistically represented nor is it sublimated by 
recourse to the irrational. Rather, the ‘irrational’ 
is used to externalise and to de-subjectify what 
‘haunts’ the protagonists, in order to reground 
the possibility of rational agency operating at it’s 
limits.

Anja Kirschner
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Matter is a force (if we believe the current shift 
to a discourse amalgamating materialism, ontol-
ogy, new ecology, the philosophy of science and 
contemporary social anthropology); or the Force 
matters (if we believe Obi-Wan Kenobi: “I felt a 
great disturbance in the Force, as if millions of 
voices suddenly cried out in terror and were sud-
denly silenced. I fear something terrible has hap-
pened”).

Anja Kirschner’s film Moderation is a hybrid 
of such matter and its force, and one already 
manifested as such in the sober mode established 
by the title’s choice of language and the swirling 
horror substantiated at the opening frames. 

The short-circuiting of time space-ref-
erences, the gradual, factual undermining of 
realities (political, anthropological, social, psy-
chological) creates a ‘fictional’ which integrates 
reality and includes horror as a perpetual, lurking 
horribilis; its mixes are diluted, allowed to seep 
through the cracks of the real to unleash what is 
unreal about it and vice versa. 

Through a languid delaying and an ambigu-
ous prolonging/repetition, through stretching (to 
the point of ripping) its scenes, facts and story-
telling, Moderation morphs: into what each one 
fears and desires as unveiled in the quasi - real 
dialogues and exchanges of the key figures; into 
an all pervading disquiet bordering to a call for 
revolt (albeit transmitted in the rumbling infra-
sound frequencies); into the giallo-colored haze 
of the khamaseen which makes the urban body 
corrode and evaporate with seasonal precision; 
into the terrible questioning of the fabric of rea-
son in the pandemonium raised within the do-
mestic (and the homescape’s desertification) and 
throughout the public (as with the found footage 
of the young boy lucidly dissecting political ab-
surdity); into the heartbreaking certainty of the 
human body performing order, ordering chaos in 
the film’s very last scenes. 

In Kirschner’s research the horror genre is 
called upon as the one which is drastically prob-
ing the real, daringly exploring its fissures and 
surface, glories and failures. Her curiosity is di-
rected to the way that horrors (as history, poli-
tics, climate, circumstance) grasp the age old, 
rich and complex cultures of the Meditteranean 
shores - where the film is made - and throw them 
in a whirlwind of changes; yet her attention is 
tuned to the sheer energy released in such cas-
es; the possibilities unearthed in this excess of 
the abject, the raw and the wasted; the networks 
jumpstarted by such possibilities.

Which is the residual value of collective experi-
ence? Can lives be possessed by commitment? 
Is ideology contamination more dangerous than 
emotional insulation? What is the estimated tox-
icity of buried desires and power surplus? 

The film’s moderation - in method, means, 
performances and overall mood - questions the 
very possibility of moderation exercised within a 
desire-heightened reality circuit suffering from 
glitches of the unreal kind.  

Moderation, in its subtle tuning with this 
reality’s hyle and its fundamental weirdness is 
thus a work as well as the tool for, and matter 
of, this work’s undoing (the film films to exhaus-
tion). It may come across as a filmic piece of fic-
tocriticism and certainly feels as something ultra 
organic: rooting, growing, genre-branching, dis-
integration and all. 

It’s skin and organs are intermingled, 
equally present and simultaneously spent; depth 
and surface are just identity-in-shape shifting, 
mnemosyne is a window with a view to a grave-
yard, the film is horribly alive and life feels like 
a ventriloquist’s act. In the context of “every-
thing is real and nothing is what it seems”, alarm 
is introduced as a coagulating agent: it creates 
black humor pools in the midst of the most un-
expected scenes, it fixes the Barbarella-floating 
sensual scenes as post psychedelic gore, it be-
trays the quiet mushrooming of several subgen-
res within the principle one, it turns music into 
decomposing flesh and leaves us in the grip of 
uneasy yearning.
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